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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE      Contact: Kelly Hughes, (312) 280-8126 

                 kelly@dechanthughes.com 
 
“...Feinberg brings an authentic voice to a perennially difficult subject...[The Sacred Echo] is a reminder to 

look for the signs of God’s presence everywhere.” —Publishers Weekly review 

 

New book by Margaret Feinberg, author of The Organic God 

Listen for The Sacred Echo— 

God May Be Trying to Get Your Attention 

 

 When God really wants to get your attention, he doesn’t just say something once, 

he echoes, says writer and speaker Margaret Feinberg in her new book The Sacred Echo 

(Zondervan, August 2008). She shows how repetitive events and themes of daily life may 

be more than mere coincidence—they may be God’s attempts to get our attention and 

draw us closer to him. 

 Instead of listening for a one-time whisper or a still small voice, Feinberg tries to 

recognize what she calls “sacred echoes.” In these moments, God speaks the same 

message again and again. “I’ve noticed that throughout my relationships, daily life and 

study, the same scripturally sound idea or phrase or word will keep reappearing until I 

can no longer avoid its presence,” she says.  

 Feinberg, author of the critically acclaimed The Organic God, (called “ a 

delectable treat” by Publishers Weekly) gently guides readers to a deeper understanding 

of how God communicates with his people. “I find that God often uses repetition not only 

to get, but to keep my attention. The sacred echo gives me confidence that God really is 

prompting, guiding or leading.,” she writes. “It reminds me to pay close attention; 

something important may be going on here. It challenges me to prayerfully consider how 

God is at work in my own life as well as the lives around me.” 

 The sacred echo is also a way that a relationally-driven God seeks to connect with 

his people, says Feinberg. The persistent voice of God is a sign that he is passionately 

pursuing relationship with us. It’s not just that we’re not listening, distracted or obstinate 

(though that may be true, too), or that he’s simply trying to pass along a message. When 

God echoes ‘I love you’, for example, “it’s not a slice of information but a feast of 

transformation.”   



-continued- 

The Sacred Echo/page 2 

 

 Feinberg  offers fresh spiritual insights in her distinctive, winsome voice. She 

shows how it’s possible to nurture a relationship with God where “prayer is as natural as 

breathing.”  Using anecdotes from her own life, including some of her most personal 

prayers and spiritual longings, she illuminates “the place where we hand things over to 

God on the deepest of levels, where he alone can see the exchange.”  

 Recounting some of the sacred echoes she’s heard, Feinberg tells how closely 

attending to reverberations of I love you; Sing it again!; You follow me; and If you don’t 

wear your crown, I’ll give it to someone else has resulted in deep change in  her life. The 

rich, tangible fruit she’s seen from surrendering to God has emboldened her to not hold 

back anymore. “I’m ‘all in’,” she says. “That’s why I’ve put on my ‘be brave’ T-shirt and 

shared some of the more intimate echoes from my life. I believe as we share the things 

we hear God speaking to our hearts we can help fan the flames of spiritual awakening—

not just in our own hearts but in the lives of those around us.” 

   
# # # 

 

 
The Sacred Echo 

by Margaret Feinberg 

Zondervan 
$16.99 hardcover 

PUB DATE: August, 2008  

ISBN: 0310274176,  ISBN-13: 9780310274179 

 
 

For an interview with Margaret Feinberg, please contact Kelly Hughes 

(312) 280-8126 or kelly@dechanthughes.com. 
 

Visit www.margaretfeinberg.com 

for more information and to view Margaret’s speaking schedule. 
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“The sacred echo is not just about hearing God’s  
voice so we know what to do or leave undone, but  
so we may know God. The echo reverberates so  
that his words and his faithful persistent voice in  
our lives lead us deeper into him.”  
           —Margaret Feinberg in The Sacred Echo  
 

About Margaret Feinberg 

author of The Sacred Echo 
 

Named one of the “30 Emerging Voices”  

who will help lead the church in the next  

decade by Charisma Magazine and one of  

the “40 Under 40” who will shape  

Christian publishing by Christian  
Retailing, Margaret Feinberg is a critically  

acclaimed writer and a popular speaker at churches, colleges, and conferences such as National Pastors 

Convention, Catalyst, and LeadNow. Margaret spends more than 120 days a year on the road speaking—

this year she will speak to more than 50,000 people during her travels. She is particularly popular among 

college students and young adults as well those trying to reach them. Her early books,  Twentysomething 

and What the Heck Should I Do With My Life? helped establish her as an expert on reaching the next 

generation. In addition to writing dozens of articles and leading seminars across the country, she often finds 

herself helping established leaders understand the emerging generations. In addition, as a young evangelical 

woman, she is often asked to speak out on issues of women’s leadership. She says she has personally 

encountered “the beauty and the pain of the stained glass ceiling that still exists in the church.”  

Margaret’s expertise on young evangelicals, and her personal experience as a young woman leader in the  

church, equips her to comment on a range of cultural issues including:  

  

 •The shift away from traditional “religions right” concerns among younger Christians;  

 •Young evangelicals and the upcoming election;  

 •The renewed interest in social justice, serving the poor and saving the environment;  

 •The tendency for people to turn to God and prayer, and their need to hear from him  

  more, in times of economic downturns and  uncertainty;  

 •The initial vacuum and new emergence of young evangelical women in ministry;  

  •The beauty and pain of the stained glass ceiling within the church;  

 •Why changing the world seems like an attainable goal to the emerging generation.  

  

Margaret has written more than a dozen books including The Organic God (Zondervan), which received a  

starred review in Publishers Weekly. People of all ages connect with her relational teaching style and her  

ability to connect the practical with the spiritual.  

 

Margaret currently lives in Morrison, Colorado, with her husband, Leif and their superdog Hershey. When  
she’s not writing or traveling, she enjoys anything outdoors, reading The New Yorker, and drinking skinny  

vanilla lattes with her friends. But she says some of her best moments are spent communicating with her  

readers.  

 

“The naked truth is that becoming a follower of Jesus will not make you richer, skinnier or more 

prosperous. It will cost you everything—more than you can imagine—as you pour your life into causes that 

no one else seems to care about. But the rewards, well I’m gambling with everything I’ve got that they’re 

worth it.”  

 

Visit www.margaretfeinberg.com  

for more information and to view Margaret’s speaking schedule. 

 

For an interview with Margaret Feinberg, please contact Kelly Hughes 

(312) 280-8126 or kelly@dechanthughes.com. 

 



 

 

 

Suggested Interview Questions for Margaret Feinberg 
author of The Sacred Echo 

 

1.  This isn’t the first book you’ve written on prayer. Why did you feel compelled to write 
another book on this topic?  

 
2.  In The Sacred Echo, you talk about the story of Elijah helping change the way you pray. 

Can you tell us what specifically you saw in the story of Elijah that impacted you?  
 

3.  The layout of The Sacred Echo is a bit unusual. Can you tell why you structured the 
book the way you did?  
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6. How can we be sure that echoes are coming from God?  
 
7. What does true surrender to God look like? 

 
8. What kind of tangible fruit have you seen in your life from surrendering to God? 

 
9. How can nurturing a deeper prayer life encourage one’s commitment to care for the poor 

and to other justice issues? 
 
10.   Speaking of care for the poor, you address other kinds of poverty aside from material 

need. What are some ways we can care for people who may suffer spiritual poverty? 
 
11.   What are some things that Christians can do to nurture intimacy with God? 
 
12.   Why do you think people are afraid to ask God their most intimate or most scandalous 

questions? 
 
13.   What if one hears nothing from God...no echoes, no whispers, nothing but silence? 
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For an interview with Margaret Feinberg, please contact Kelly Hughes 
(312) 280-8126 or kelly@dechanthughes.com.  
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